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1 Key License History
Production license is located in the Southern Viking Graben south of the Sleipner East Field and East of
Varg. It consist of parts of block 15/12, 16/7, 16/8, 16/10, 16/11 (Fig. 1.1). ConocoPhillips Skandinavia
AS was awarded operatorship for the license on 10.02.2017.

Fig. 1.1 Location of PL865 and mapped leads
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The partnership in PL865 consists of

• ConocoPhillips Skandinavia AS 55%
• Equinor Energy 45%

The original work obligation of acquiring/purchasing seismic over the license was fulfilled by licensing
the PGS14012 PSTM survey and the PGS16M03-16902VIK PSDM survey that cover over 98.5 percent
of the license.

The partnership decided to drop the license at the drill or drop deadline of the 10th February 2019 based
on the conclusion that the primary Jurassic prospect, Mallard, cannot be charged via a spill route from
the North, via Sigyn Field.  The alternative of charging Mallard from the south is seen as too high of a
risk. The additional prospects and leads in the license are also of too high risk and limited reward to
continue further license work at this time.

In total, five combined EC/MC meetings and one prospectivity work meeting were conducted in this
license (Fig. 1.2).

1.1 License Meetings

Fig. 1.2 License meetings held in PL865
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2 Database
2.1 Seismic Database
A common license database was established at the start-up of the PL865 license. The seismic database
consists of the high quality merged PSDM processed PGS16M03-16902VIK multiclient geostreamer
survey and the PSTM processed PGS14012 multiclient geostreamer survey. Both surveys are of superior
quality to the previously available PGS Megamerge seismic that was used when applying for the open
area in 2016. Figure (Fig. 2.1) shows that more than 98.5% of the PL865 license is covered with the
acquired seismic used to complete the PL865 work program.  Both partners licensed the 3D multiclient
datasets independently but collaborated together with PGS on their merged PSDM processing project
that completed at the end of 2017. 

Fig. 2.1 Seismic surveys acquired in the license to cover the PL865 license area
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Seismic Survey Processing Comments

PGS14012 PSTM Kirchhoff Pre-stack time migrated 3D Seismic
and subvolumes

PGS16M03-16902VIK PSDM 2017 pre-stack merge and pre-stack depth
migration of multiple vintage 3D geostreamer
datasets listed below

• PGSGRVLIN2012 PSTM Kirchhoff Pre-stack time migrated 3D Seismic
and subvolumes

• Q16UK2012 PSTM Kirchhoff Pre-stack time migrated 3D Seismic
and subvolumes

• PGS15002 PSTM Kirchhoff Pre-stack time migrated 3D Seismic
and subvolumes

• PGS16002 PSTM Kirchhoff Pre-stack time migrated 3D Seismic
and subvolumes

Table 2.1 Seismic database

At the beginning of the license a common well database was established. There a no recently drilled
wells that are relevant for the area, implying that the well database consists entirely of released wells.
The list of released wells used in the PL865 work program is shown in Table 2.2. The wells are also
shown on the map (Fig. 2.2)

2.2 Well database
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Table 2.2 List of common well database in PL865
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Fig. 2.2 Map showing the wellbores that were used as part of the common database
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2.3 Special Studies
The key challenge and uncertainty for the PL865 license is to be able to efficiently migrate hydrocarbons
into the license area where the Upper Jurassic source rock is largely marginally mature to immature.
More specifically the migration of hydrocarbons from existing fields like Sigyn and Varg needed to be
assessed in detail and therefore the license work program was tailored around this. 

• Basin Model: A very large and detailed regional basin model was constructed and calibrated to all
relevant offset wells. In contrast to the publicly available basin models special care was taken to
correctly map and incorporate many of the shallow horizon post Balder Formation deposition. This
was done to be able to model the intricacies of long-distance migration in a basin that underwent
very late stage changes with regional tilts late stage glacial adjustments. The spatial extend and the
horizons utilized by the basin model are shown in Fig. 2.3. Care was taken to map as far as possible
westwards into the British sector such that at least the eastern part of the relevant drainage cell is
covered. The migration and generation was modelled on a 200x200m grid size.

• Seissquare UDOMoRe Depth uncertainty management workflow. To get a better estimate of the total
remaining depth uncertainty after carrying out a full well-tied PSDM reprocessing workflow on the
PGS16902VIK seismic survey the license engaged Seisquare to apply their UDOMoRe Depth
uncertainty management workflow to the mapped horizons and the given seismic. A key component
of this workflow is to quantify and remove higher frequency residuals and seismic acquisition artefacts
from the velocity field. This operation is successively performed on defined geological intervals such
that a conditioned and an artifactual interval velocity for these intervals can be computed. In a final
step the smoothed filtered time surfaces, the conditioned interval velocity and the residuals are
combined to produce a stochastic depth conversion that delivers a depth map with the associated
depth uncertainty distribution.

• Stochastic Basin modelling to determine fill and spill routes. The subtlety of the Jurassic structures
and long-distance migration required to fill the Mallard prospect required a non-traditional approach
to the mapping of potential hydrocarbon fills and the determination of the fill spill routes. We developed
and in-house workflow where the standard deviation derived from the Seissquare depth uncertainty
modelling workflow is randomly sampled and used to produce a set of 300 to 500 depth surfaces
that represent the depth uncertainty ranges. Migration runs are then performed on all of these surfaces
and the modelled hydrocarbon fills and spill routes are converted to probability density maps such
that an interpreter can read of the chance of migration and or hydrocarbon fill at any given depth
along a certain structure or fill route. This allowed a very intimate assessment of the charge likelihood
in the face of seismic and well tie uncertainty

• Geochemical study of rock extracts and oils surrounding the PL865 license area. Two major reports
were commissioned by the license group regarding the geochemistry of migrated oils and gasses in
wells west of the PL864 license and the specifically for the 16/10-4 wells. Both reports were submitted
to the NPD because they relied on sampling core and cuttings material that originally belonged to the
NPD.

• Rock Physics: Rock physics analyses were done to assess amplitude expectations on modern
broadband 3D seismic data and its potential to help differentiating lithologies and fluid content. In
particular the Upper Jurassic sandstone response below the Draupne shale interval was assessed.
it was concluded that at best a weak class 4 response could be expected. Detailed investigations
and a tying the response to known dry wells and discoveries revealed that the class 4 response is
complicated by thickness changes of the Draupne shale. The Sigyn East discovery shows the same
response as the dry structure drilled by 16/7-3 well 8km to the south indicating a lack of reliability in
the rock physics response for sandstones below the Draupne shale.

• Seismic subcrop mapping.  In order to calibrate the seismic response and understand the to be
expected reservoir parameters a detailed subcrop map was created in a semi regional area surrounding
the license (Fig. 2.4).
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Fig. 2.3 Extend and content of the 2018 regional basin model.
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Fig. 2.4 PL865 subcrop below BCU

External Studies:

• Reservoir Analysis: For regional trends on reservoir properties, summary reports for analogue fields
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by C&C Reservoirs were used.
• Geochemistry: The Petroleum Geochemical Database for the Norwegian North Sea from IGI

(Integrated Geochemical Interpretation Ltd., 2016) was used to complement in-house geochemical
evaluations of source rocks in the area.

• Rock Physics: RSI's (Rock Solid Images Inc.) regional rock physics database comprising 186 wells
from RSI's multiclient Atlas supplemented with 55 proprietary wells (combined Norwegian Sea and
North Sea) was used to complement in-house rock physics analyses. The wells are delivered in an
interactive Rock Physics Atlas inside RSI's proprietary rockAVO® browser, allowing the interpreter
easy access to rock physics data with capability to perform either fluid & porosity modelling or just
fluid-sub modelling.
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3 Review of Geological and Geophysical
studies
Of the numerous studies that were carried out in this license (2.3 Special Studies) to assess the risk and
volumetric uncertainty in PL865 only the geochemistry work and the detailed basin model combined
with stochastic migration modelling are being highlighted here in detail.

Stochastic migration modelling: The result Seissquare UDOmore workflow was performed on the
combined PSTM and PSDM seismic in PL865 is a seismic surface depth uncertainty measure that is
expressed in standard deviations from the mean surface. This standard deviation can be sampled in a
constrained stochastic manner such that a realistic distribution of surfaces covering the entire uncertainty
space can be produced. These surfaces in turn can then be used in combination with the expulsion
history from the calibrated Basin model to model a migration likelihood by taking into account the depth
conversion uncertainty away from direct well control. The mapping on the megamerge seismic carried
out before the award of the license indicated that the key Mallard prospect could be charged by fill and
spill from Sigyn East. This mapping on migration modelling was carried out on the BCU surface as a
proxy only. The arrival of new seismic allowed for a much more detailed mapping on the top porosity
horizon (combined base Heather /Draupne shales). The new mapping indicated that the Sigyn East
structure is indeed underfilled and the imaged spill point to the Mallard structure is 84 meters lower than
the hydrocarbon water contact in Sigyn East (Fig. 3.1). The stochastic modelling showed that there is
only a chance of less than 2% percent that hydrocarbons could indeed migrate from Sigyn East to the
Mallard cluster of structures. In addition it is now seen as unlikely that that assumed fault seal that is
required to divert charge southwards to Mallard would hold a significant column. Re-mapping indicated
that two high net-to-gross sand sections are juxtaposed across the fault. The unlikely northern charge
scenario into Mallard lead to an increased effort in understanding the origin of the clearly visible gas
chimney of the 16/10-4 structure and the associated hydrocarbon migration.

Fig. 3.1 Northern fill spill route from Sigyn East to the Mallard structure.

Regional backstripping indicated that at Mid Miocene times the 16/10-4 Trond structure acted as a first
regional pressure valve for fluids coming from the deepening basin to the west. The Mid Miocene is
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approximately the time when the gas chimney over the Trond structure developed (Fig. 3.2). Dag Karlsen,
professor at the university of Oslo, was charged on behalf of the license with sampling and analyzing
additional cuttings and core samples from the 16/10-4 well to determine the nature and origin of the
hydrocarbons that were initially reported by Eni in the original well reports. Three core samples and six
cuttings samples were collected and analyzed. The analysis program is shown in Fig. 3.3. The analysis
revealed that:

Fig. 3.2 Timing and origin of the gas chimney over the 16/10-4 well.

Fig. 3.3 Analysis and sampling program of the 16/10-4 Trond well.
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• The headspace gas is of thermogenic origin, comes from an oil mature source rock, shows slight
biodegradation and that the extreme "wetness" of the samples can be explained by leakage of the
lighter hydrocarbons from the headspace containers.

• The oil in the cores is of 0.7-0.8 Vr maturity in contrast to the 0.4 VRo of the Draupne shales at the
well location.

• The oil has about 40 API of low to medium GoR as indicated from the flourescense color of the fluid
inclusions.

• The clearly visible cementation in the cores is at odds with the low maturity of the Draupne shales.
• The cuttings yielded very limited results and show very faint gas signatures and some indications of

higher chain hydrocarbons that may be left from the blow out.
• Overall very small amounts of recovered hydrocarbons from the core and the cuttings.

Karlsen thus advocates a model whereby there existed proper oil accumulation at the 16/10-4 Trond
structure but it subsequently leaked and blew the vast majority of the hydrocarbons in the overburden.
While it is certain that hydrocarbons were present in the structure the question still remains if these were
significant amounts and a proper column was build or if these hydrocarbon were present as droplets
and ganglia in the water that moved through the structure as part of the blow out event. The relative
scarcity of show indicators on the core and the cuttings would support the latter argument. The presence
of hydrocarbons in this distal position relative the mature source rocks would support the former argument.
The license adopted the view to interpret the hydrocarbons in Trond as a sign of real migration and
therefore exploring for hydrocarbons along the spill fill path towards Trond is a possibility.

As shown in Fig. 3.4 there clearly exists the possibility that the 16/10-1 Alpha is drilled below the spill
point of the structure. This opens up a scenario whereby the updip 16/10-1 structure and the other
structures en route to 16/10-4 Trond are filled to spill. The likelihood of this scenario was investigated by
the aforementioned stochastic migration modelling (Fig. 3.5) and by additional geochemical sampling
for hydrocarbon indicators in wells 16/10-1, 16/10-2, 16/10-5, 16/8-3S and 15/12-22. The analysis of
these samples (APT Trondheim) was combined with an extensive analysis of the regional oil families in
the surrounding fields. The oil geochemistry data was licensed from APT. The analysis of additional
wellbore samples obtained from cores and cutting at the NPD core store clearly indicated that the 16/10-1
well has a good quality oil stain identified on the washed cuttings and that there are weaker indications
of hydrocarbons in the 16/10-2 well.

Fig. 3.4 Potential fill spill path from the Varg area to Trond.
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Fig. 3.5 Stochastic migration likelihood modelling based on depth conversion uncertainty.

• The 16/10-1 and 16/10-2 extracts have light-end contamination and also have been biodegraded to
an extent where 25-norhopanes are present, which may have affected the original biomarker
composition. Overall however, biomarker compositions still appear relatively reliable for correlation
purposes.

• Both samples have also suffered from leaching of immature biomarkers either in-situ or on migration
through immature organic matter. The 16/10-2 stains appear more heavily affected by this than
16/10-1.

• Overall, 16/10-1 appears to be a good quality stain and the conclusions derived for this stain are
therefore reliable. The 16/10-1 stains correlate with the slightly more terrestrial character fluids.

• Although the 16/10-2 stain correlates in terms of Pr/Ph and carbon isotopes with the majority of other
fluids from Varg, Rev and Gaupe, the leaching that has affected the composition of the biomarkers
makes this stain less reliable. More emphasis should be placed upon the 16/10-1 stain.

• The compositions of the Varg, Rev, Gaupe and 15/2-8 discoveries are very similar and all point to
sourcing from a marine source rock such as the Draupne (or Heather) formations. The 15/12-8
condensate likely represents some spill or leakage (gas phase) from the nearby Varg Field (or possibly
another local field such as Rev) due to the similar geochemical compositions and gasoline maturity

• The majority of oils west of PL865 present a marine signature both in their isotopic and molecular
characteristics. The exception to this are the Gungne and Sigyn fields which present more of a terrestrial
character, typified by their higher Pr/Ph ratios and heavier isotopic signatures. The stains from well
16/10-1 also present a slightly more terrestrial character based on the higher Pr/Ph ratio and slightly
heavier isotopic compositions (however these isotopes are likely to have been affected by the ‘light-
end’ contamination. The 16/10-1 stains correlate more closely with the northern fields of Grevling,
Sigyn and Gungne, whereas the 16/10-2 stains correlate more with the local fields of Varg, Rev and
Gaupe
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4 Prospect Updates
Mallard cluster of prospects:
The remapping on modern seismic of the Mallard cluster of prospects located in the central part of the
license (Fig. 1.1) revealed that it is very unlikely to migrate charge into these structures from Sigyn East.
The current chance for receiving charge via this route is seen to be below 10%. Due to the now very
high exploration risk associated with the Mallard Cluster of prospects no updates on the volumetric
calculations have been performed. The updates risk for the Mallard prospect is shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Updated Mallard prospect risks

In the southwestern part of the license the Zephyr and Waverly prospects (Fig. 1.1) have now been
shown to be on a viable charge route towards the blown trap at 16/10.4 Trond. These prospects together
with the 16/10-1 updip potential, located to the west of the PL865 license have only been assessed as
leads for the APA application. The current volumetric assessment indicates that the highest volume and
lowest risk resource is located in the 16/10-1 updip structure (Peppercorn). Zephyr and Waverly, although
volumetrically borderline interesting, have a higher risk profile than the 16/10-1 well since they rely on fill
and spill from that structure (Fig. 4.1). The updip 16/10-1 remaining potential is currently estimated to
have CoS of 30% where receiving charge from Varg area is seen to be the highest risk. The chance of
charging the 16/10-1 updip structure is assessed to be 50%.  Overall while Zephyr and Waverly are
interesting opportunities, however they are only drill worthy candidates after a hydrocarbon accumulation
has been proven in the 16/10-1 updip structure. On their own, they are too risky and too small to warrant
further evaluations.

Southern Cluster of prospects:
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Fig. 4.1 Volumes associated with the prospects that are located along the fill and spill route to 16/10-4 Trond.
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5 Technical Evaluations
The southern Waverly, Zephyr and the 16/10-1 updip prospects have been economically assessed with
a development scenario that included a 35km tie back to the Sleipner platform. A potential tie back to
the Armada Fields in the UK or potentially the Grevling field in case it will be developed was also taken
into consideration but risked according to the uncertain nature of the shut-down of the Armada Field
and the development of the Grevling resources. The combined economic and engineering evaluation
indicated that an oil case for the 16/10-1 updip prospect would be marginally economically attractive
while oil cases in Waverly and Zephyr on their own do not yield a positive return on investment. The Gas
case for he 16/10-1 updip prospect is economically challenged and very challenged for Waverly and
Zephyr.
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6 Conclusions
Remapping and stochastic charge modelling indicated that the chance for filling the volumetrically
significant Mallard cluster of prospects, located  in the central northern part of PL865, are very unlikely
to receive charge from Sigyn East. The increased charge risk invalidated these prospects.

The Southern Zephyr and Waverly prospects could be located on a fill spill path to the blown 16/10-4
trap. The prospects are currently economically borderline due to the necessary long tie back distance
of 35km to the Sleipner Field. The combined subsurface risk profile and challenged economics of these
prospects in the absence of a positive test of the 16/10-1 updip potential is currently such that they do
not represent valid drilling targets.
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